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Abstract We demonstrate, using a simple model, that high intensity pulses can be gen-

erated from a frequency-chirped modifier of much lower intensity by making use of the
O

dispersive properties of the ionosphere. We show that a frequency-chirped pulse can be

constructed so that its various components overtake each other at a prescribed height,

resulting in large (up to one hundred times) transient intensity enhancements as com-
e

pared to those achievable from a steady modifier operating at the same power. We

examine briefly one possible application: the enhancement of plasma wave amplitudes

which occurs as a result of the interaction of such a compressed pulse with pre-generated

turbulence.
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Abstract We demonstrate, using a simple model, that high intensity pulses can be
generated from a frequency-chirped modifier of much lower intensity by making use
of the dispersive properties of the ionosphere. We show that a frequency-chirped
pulse can be constructed so that its various components overtake each other at a
prescribed height, resulting in large (up to one hundred times) transient intensity
enhancements as compared to those achievable from a steady modifier operating at
the same power. We examine briefly one possible application: the enhancement
of plasma wave amplitudes which occurs as a result of the interaction of such a
compressed pulse with pre-generated turbulence.

Introduction

The modification of ionospheric properties by means of irradiation by radio-frequency
waves is a subject of continuing interest, see, for example [Radio Science, i990]. When

. the frequency of the heater radiation is high enough so that the reflection point lies
in the F-region, it is well-established that, at sufficiently high intensity, generation
of short-wavelength plasma turbulence occurs in the vicinity of the turning point
[Cheung, et. a/., 1992]. The growth rate of the nonlinear, parametric processes
leading to transfer of energy from the electromagnetic heater (pump) field to the
electrostatic plasma (decay) waves have thresholds and growth rates dependent on
the pump intensity. This intensity is substantially enhanced relative to that obtained
for propagation in vacuum because of the "Airy swelling" in field strength due to the
reduction of the vertical component of the group velocity

au,' l_c(1 - _P"2_1/2v_, - _ = _ / , (1)

as the plasma density increases. The maximum amplitude enhancement A, which
occurs within the last half-wavelength of the reflection point, is

A = _1/6, (.2)

where _ = (l,_w/c) measures the total phase variation from the launch point to the
• reflection point. Here we have defined the gradient scale length of the electron density

by 1,, = n_,/(dn/dz), where n_ = w2m/(4cre2), is the critical density at which the
modifier frequency w equals the local plasma frequency wp_. _ is very large, typically

q of order 104.



A characteristic measure of strength, S, of the pump signal is the oscillatory energy *
of the electrons in the field, relative to their thermal energy, T = mv_e. For a field
with time variation E(t) - Eo cos(wt), the oscillatory velocity v(t) - ro, sin(wt), with
Voo = eEo/mw, and the ratio can be written S - (mV2oo/T) = (eEo/mwvt_) 2. A "
typical value of S at Arecibo is 0.003 [Wong and Brandt, 1990].

It would obviously be interesting to study the plasma behavior for larger pump
amplitudes. Construction of a continuous source of substantially higher power would
be costly. One way to realize some of the physical effects which would occur for a high
intensity pump is to use the dispersive properties of the ionosphere (Ovg,./Ow _ O)
to temporally compress a pulse during its propagation. Since a putse's total energy
is conserved, the intensity enhancement factor is just the ratio of the width of the
launched pulse to that of the compressed pulse. Because the group velocity dispersion
is finite, the maximum width of the launched pulse is of order the time of propagation
from the launcher to the compression point. The minimum width of the compressed
pulse is a wave period. The maximum intensity enhancement is therefore a factor of
_2/3 (< 100) as compared to that emitted from a steady-state transmitter of the same
peak power.

In order to see how this compression might be accomplished in plane-stratified
ionosphere in which the electron density increases montonically with height, we refer
to Figure 1. Suppose a transmitter launches a pulse with the intensity and frequency
profiles shown in the lower two segments. The frequency has a single minimum at
the pulse center (the time of maximum intensity) and increases toward the edges. If
we decompose the pulse into a sequence of bundles, each of which carries an energy
proportional to the launch intensity, then the propagation of each bundle is described
by the ray equations of geometrical optics. The time dependence of the height of three
such rays is shown at the top of the Figure. Consider first Ray #2, launched with
maximum intensity and minimum frequency. It propagates upward to its reflection
height h2, reaching there at time t2 and then begins a downward trajectory. Ray #1
is launched earlier, and at higher frequency. Since, from Eq. (1), Ovg,./cgw > 0, it's
group velocity is larger than Ray #2's. It reflects at a greater height hl and returns
to h2, coincidentally with Ray #2's arrival. Similarly, Ray #3, also launched with
higher frequency than Ray #2, "catches up" to ray #2 at h2 by virtue of its larger
group velocity. With a suitable arrangement of phases the amplitudes of the three
bundles add at h2 at time t2.

Below we demonstrate that this qualitative picture is recovered from the solution
of the full wave equation describing the evolution of planar pulse propagation in a
one-dimensional ionosphere. Within this model, the variation of transmitter power
and frequency required to launch a pulse which converges at a prescribed height
is obtained. The maximum field intensity at a convergence point in the F-region
can be significantly (i.e. a hundred times) larger than that from a monochromatic
transmitter of the same power, t



'_ CalculationofPulseCompression

*' To proceedquantitatively,we considerthescalarwaveequationfortheelectromag-
neticfieldamplitudeinanunmagnetized,planarplasmawithdensityvariationinthe
x direction

oi g
OiE = c2_ - w_.(z)E (3)Ot2 Ox2 '

We set

E = Real exp(-iwt)Eo(x,t). (4)

We assume, for concreteness, a linear density profile such that x/l, = wpe/w22 _ 1
and rescale the independent variables X - wxlc_ -l/a, r =_wt_ -2/3. With these
substitutions and the further assumption that the time variation of Eo is slow relative
to w, we obtain

" OEo OlEo
-2i Tr = OX2 XEo. (5)

We can solve this equation by the method of generalized transforms, to obtain a
Green's function or propagator. The solution in terms of the initial condition Eo(x, 0)
is

= + T+
(6)

This is a general initial value solution to Eq. (5) written in terms of a propagator
acting on the initial conditions. Let us take the pulse to be compressed at r = 0 and
then trace back in time to discover the required antenna emission. We take Eo(x _,0)
to be the gaussian exp[-(X'- _0)2/4A]. For such a gaussian pulse the integral can be
performed analytically with the result

.r -1/_ exp(-_), (7)Eo(X, r) = C (A + ,_)

where
i

_.[_-_o(_)]_ _.



with the ray trajectory ;_o(r) ffi )70- ra/4. Here C is a constant to be determined. "
The pulse envelope maintains its gaussian shape,

__)-x/.lE0[ = C (A2 + exp(-_,),

with

[x
iii, - 7 (A2 -t-til4) = 4 (_i -t-wit 2) c"]"' (9)

the real part of I. Inspection of the pre-exponential factor in Eq. (7) reveals that the
condition that E0 be slowly varying compared to exp(-iwt) is that

_ ,_2/3 >> l. (10)

Henceforth we choose 20 = 0 so that the pulse is a gaussian centered about :_ = 0
at r = 0. Within our model the plasma density is positive only for x > -l,, which
we therefore take as the launch point. We assume a maximum launch intensity Ip °
at time tt = -21n/c. Under the assumption, Eq. (10), the pre-exponential in Eq. (7)
can be considered constant during the launching of the pulse and the intensity is well
represented as

l(r) -- Ipexp(-21_) - C l c 1
87r _1/3 exp(-21,) (11 )

where, to the required accuracy,

: •
The frequency at the antenna is wl(/) = w(1 + f-i/aOli/Or), with li the imaginary
part of I. This can usefully be expressed as, dominantly,

+e (13)

The frequency variation is quadratic in time. More than 95% of the pulse energy is
launched in the interval when 0 _<l_ < 1, during which the relative frequency swing



- is

, -- =-. (t4)

It is also of interest to compute the deviation in frequency A_ at the point of
maximum enhancement. We find

A_ _ 10r(d_ _ r2 _ c2t____2_o-_oot_,_-o-_,/_8(_,+_,14)_[_'+_'_'+_]~32t_'(_5)
so that frequency applied to the ionospheric plasma is always close to the plasma
frequency, even in the presence of a considerable spread in transmitted frequency.

The maximum electric field (at r = 0, X = 0) is

Ep,M..=(8,,.),/_(L_)'/'_,/,,._-,/,. (_)
From Eq. (2), the corresponding result for a steady pump of intensity Is,

Es, ,o.=(8,,-)'" .
At X = 0, the duration of the amplitude enhancement is governed by the pre-

exponential factor in gq. (7). Thus, the amplitude enhancement -_ A-1/2 persists for
an interval Ar ~ TA,or At ~ 7A/w0 ~ 3.5/A,_, so that there is a tradeoff between
the amplitude of a pulse and its duration. Table I gives representative enhancements
and durations for nominal ionospheric parameters of l_ = 50 km and _v/21r = 5
MHz, so that _ = 5000. The maximum amplitude enhancement is considerable. For
A = 2, the peak electric field energy density is 150 times that for a steady pump of
the same intensity! (This limit is, strictly speaking, in violation of our assumption,
Eq. (10). Typically, however, asymptotic results are reasonably accurate even when
the "large parameter" is finite.) Moreover, the asymptotic decay in time of the
intensity enhancement factor is 2/r = 2_/3/_ot, so strong fields both rise and persist
for many wave periods. We show in Figure 2 the maximum enhancement as a function
of relative bandwidth for typical values of _.



TableI.IntensityEnhancementand Duration"

A.._._ Intensity Enhancement Launch
w Enhancement Duration (#sec) Duration b (psec)

2 0.25 150 0.4 940

i0 0.05 30 2.0 420

50 0.01 6 I0 188

150 0.003 2 30 109

al = 50 km, v = 5 Mhz assumed
bDefined by ¢r = 1

We now consider qualitatively one possible effect of such short, intense pulses:
the enhancement of the amplitude of pre-existing plasma wave turbulence. Such
enhancement would likely lead to observable effects including the increased generation
of suprathermal fluxes of electrons.

Consider the situation in which there exists a plasma wave with electric field varia-
tion Ek cos(k, x-wt), and an ion wave with density variation 6ni cos(k, x), paramet-
rically driven to nonlinear, steady amplitudes by a steady, monochromatic pump. If
a pulse Ep(t) cos(wt) is added to the driver, the plasma wave amplitude is changed
an amount [Kruer, 1988]

AEk = 27rq2_n_ [_o
rtltg J-co

wherewe haveassumedthepulsedurationshortcomparedtothetimeforvariation
of _ni.

Let EL denote the maximum electric field amplitude at the launch altitutde. Then

Ep(X = 0, r) = epEL (A + irl2) _/2 exp[--_(X = 0, r)]. (19)

Here ep is a unit vector in the direction of Ep. The integral (18) is dominated by
contributions where r >> A. In this limit _i = ir3/96 >> _, and the integral

0



becomes

fro 2312_51eJo°0 dr lr r 3J oodt k. Ep(z = 0, t) = (1¢. ep)EL wo .... _ cos(_ + _-_,)

23/2_5/e
= (1_• ep)EL (96)/6r(61,wo

= 5.6EL_5/e(k •ep). (20)
rg0

The level of ion density fluctuations excited by the steady pump Es can be esti-
mated from standard parametric instability [Perkins, et. a/., 1974] or Zakharov theory
[Dubois, ct. a/., 1990; Zakharov, 1989] to be

5n_ (k . es)E;Ek
n'o" "_ 161moT B, (21)

where B is a response function of order unity. Combining (18) - (21) with Es =
¢'I/SEL, one finds

= 2.8IEnl2¢ ep)B}Ek 16_rnoT

= (aP 1.4e {(l_. e0)(l_, ep)B} (22)
6'

x OA ]noTc

where (OP/OA) = clEr_12/87r is the incident power flux on the ionosphere. The
effective radiated powier P_//needed to attain kEk/Ek _ 1 is

(noTc_
P_//-" 41rR2xl-_/_, 120 MW. (23)

This power is comparable to existing ionospheric modification installations, so pulse
compression should lead to interesting and observable modifications of ionospheric
Langmuir wave turbulence.

Conclusions

In this letter we have shown how pulses of radio frequency radiation with intensities
up to one hundred times greater than those attainable in steady-state can be obtained
via frequency chirping. The intensity and frequency shape required at the antenna for
a simple linear density profile are given in Eqs. (11) - (13). This technique may provide
a cost-effective way of accessing a new high intensity regime for ionospheric modifi-

, cation. Estimates, based on parametric decay theory, indicate appreciable changes



of ionospheric Langmuir turbulence will occur for chirped transmitter facilities with
an effective radiated power exceeding 120 MW. A practical application of these ideas
to a real ionosphere would need to consider additional effects including: relaxation
of the 1-D assumption taking into account the frequency dependence of refraction, _,
magnetic field effects, and understanding the sensitivity to incomplete knowledge of
the density profile and the effect of small-scale density inhomogeneities.
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• gure Captions

Figure 1. Qualtitative sketch illustrating the physics of pulse compression utilizing
the dispersive properties of the ionosphere.

Figure _. Intensity enhancement relative to that attainable from a steady modifier
of the same peak power as a function of relative beandwidth A_/w for four values of

__ l._/c typical of ionospheric experiments.
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